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Stellar black hole -- remants of massive stars

ØStellar evolution

ØSupernova physics

ØGravitational wave prediction

Ø Initial mass function...

Credit: NASA



Search for stellar black hole

X-ray binaries (~20 candidates)

Gravitational 
wave

Wide-binary

Credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss



Are stellar BHs all in binaries? 



Are stellar BHs all in binaries? 

Ø ~30% massive stars are born single

Ø In close binaries, the pair may merge before SN explosion

Ø In wide binaries, BH may be detached when the natal kick by SN to the 

companion is large enough 

Not likely
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How to search for isolated BHs?

No isolated BH has been unambiguously found before this work



Search for isolated stellar BH

Astrometric microlensing



One astrometric microlensing event

Ongoing microlensing programs: OGLE, MOA, KMTNet, yielding >2000 events/yr, 30000 
events in total so far.
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Deflection measured from HST obs.



Source and lens on the sky



Nature of the lens

The first ever confirmed isolated BH



Formation of 7Msun BH?

1. Through fallback in a weak SN explosion

2. In a close binary that lost mass through a common-envelope mass ejection. the 

binary evidently became unbound, when its lower mass companion itself became an 

SN, and its mass loss and SN kick detached the binary.



Future work

Ø The GRAVITY instrument with Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) will make it 
possible to measure θE from spatially resolved microlensed images.

Ø Roman will observe 2 deg2 region in the Galactic bulge with a 15-minute cadence for 
several months each year, yielding several thousand microlensing events.

Ø Rubin’s wide-angle survey will provide deep, long baseline photometry and consistent 
data reduction, ideal for the discovery and photometric characterization of microlensing 
events.

Ø Microlensing with extended source?


